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COMMON SENSE





Source: https://www.iata.org/pressroom/pr/Pages/2019-02-21-01.aspx
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Aviation is extremely safe

https://www.iata.org/pressroom/pr/Pages/2019-02-21-01.aspx
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Thanks to procedures, rules and regulations, SARPS…11/46.0000 IATA
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We are actually so safe that many other industries have started copying aviation best-practices



Source: http://www.boeing.com/resources/boeingdotcom/company/about_bca/pdf/statsum.pdf
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But can we maintain this standard in the future?

http://www.boeing.com/resources/boeingdotcom/company/about_bca/pdf/statsum.pdf
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Should we have for more regulations/procedures/standards or should we aim for less?
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Atpl / training standards decrease - Multiple choice vs textPBRExample: fatigue reports within companies vs LSE study Ryanair exampleWhile in the past, pilots were required to master the ins and outs of thermodynamics and electronics, the current ATPL standards are reduced to the point where many airlines no longer find suitable candidates according to their norms. Another example of deregulation is performance-based oversight being experienced here and there. Let companies handle their own risks, after all there are the ones closest to their operations and waiting for a regulator may delay necessary safety measures. A good idea, but only if competent oversight is assured. Without a technically experienced and independent authority, companies will report all green, while in fact, many hazards are lurking from the dark.   Lesser requirementsATPL Training standardsWhile in the past, pilots were required to master the ins and outs of thermodynamics and electronics, the current ATPL standards are reduced to the point where many airlines no longer find suitable candidates according to their norms. 
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Performance Based Regulations/OversightReasoning: Operators first to tackle problems. You know your risks. No reason to wait for regulator.But in real life: less auditing personnel needed by authorities and because companies are run by accountants, often commercial interests outweigh safety.To make things worse: no more competent oversight because more money to be earned in the industry.= de-facto self-regulation Far from the level-playing-fieldDeepwater horizonFinancial crisis of 2008B737 Max ?“If we really want to know what is happening, we need to know what happens behind the numbers”“PBR/O can work if there is real competent oversight”
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Macondo Deepwater Horizon
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“Going forward, NHTSA may also consider a more fundamental revamping of its approach to safety standards for application to automated vehicles. However, reliance on a self-certification approach, instead of type approval, more appropriately balances and promotes safety and innovation; U.S. DOT will continue to advance this approach with the international community. “https://www.transportation.gov/sites/dot.gov/files/docs/policy-initiatives/automated-vehicles/320711/preparing-future-transportation-automated-vehicle-30.pdf
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Should we have for more regulations/procedures/standards or should we aim for less?
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On the other hand, there is also overregulation. Due to liability issues, many organizations choose to have everything in writing – preferably checked by their legal departments. This leads to vast quantities of books, manuals and other documentation which pilots are supposed to know, understand and apply . If things go wrong and despite all Just Culture policies, it becomes very easy to blame the pilot. “Why didn’t he/she follow the procedure, it’s written here!” “He should know the books!” “This is negligence…”More rules:Regulations, procedures are often incident driven. Liability concerns lead to ever more proceduresMost procedures do not contain the reasons why they were implemented (may become defunct). Takes courage to remove procedures as organisation, as regulator (Alaskan Airways, Frankfurt TWR)





“Underregulation” “Overregulation”
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Should we have for more regulations/procedures/standards or should we aim for less?
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Alternatives?
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